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INTRODUCTION 
Let A(G) denote the automorphism group of a group G. If g E G, g 
induces an inner automorphism i(g) E A(G), where 
i(g)(h) = gw’ 
for all h E G. The map i: G + A(G) is a group homomorphism of G onto a 
normal subgroup i(G) of G. A small calculation shows that 
b(g) 6’ =44(g)), 
for beA and gEG. 
If the center of G is trivial, then i: G + A(G) is one-to-one, and G can be 
identified with a normal subgroup of A(G), with the action on G given by 
conjugation. A group G is said to be complete if i: G + A(G) is an 
isomorphism. A theorem of Burnside [Ru, p. 951 says that if G is a group 
with trivial center, then A(G) is complete if and only if G is a characteristic 
subgroup of A(G). 
Let F be a free group of finite rank n > 2. In [D-F] Joan Dyer and 1 
used Burnside’s criterion to show that A(F) is a complete group. More 
precisely, WC showed that if q4: A(F) + A(F) is an automorphism of A(F), 
then d(P) = F. 
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As noted above, F (when identified with the gsoup of inner 
a~~~~~~~~~s~s) is a normal subgroup of A(F). The main result of this 
paper, Theorem 9, says that F is the unique normal subgroup of A(F) 
which is a free group of rank YE. It implies that 
and therefore has the completeness of A(F) as 
The proof of Theorem 9 fooIlows the same gene 
K(F) of the canonical homomorph 
t G is a normal subgroup of A(F) whr 
show in order that G c K(F), GK(P)’ = KY(F)‘, 6’ c F’, and fmally tha: 
G=E 
THE K-SERIES OF A FREE GROUP 
Notation. Let G be a group. If a, b E G, [a, h] = ada- ‘b ~ ‘. If A and B 
are subsets of G, [A, B] denotes the subgrou of G generated by all com- 
mutators ([a, b] ~uEA, b EB). The ith term f the Jower central series of 
G is denoted ‘ii(G). (y,(G) = G, y,(G) = /G, G] = G’, yj+,(G) = 
/ji(G), Cl.) A(G) denotes the automorphism group sf G. 
If C is a characteristic subgroup of 6, then t ere is a canonical 
omomorphism A(G) -+ A(G/C). 
EFHNITIBN. The kernel of the canonical homomor 
/G’) is called the group of ZA-automorphi§ms of G and 
(or K,(G)). The kernel of the canonical ~ornorn~r~~~srn A(G) -+ 
A(Gpj,, r(G)) is denoted K,(G). 
Let F=F(x !, . . . . x,) be a free group of finite rank ri 3 2 wit 
generating set x1, . . . . x,. We will identify P with the inner auto 
in A(F). If q5 E A(F) and x E F, we will employ two different nota 
image of x under 4: When we simply regard q5 as a function 9: 
we write d(x); when we work inside A(F) and identigy F with the tnne~ 
a~tomorp~isms in A(F), then we write dx&‘, which signifies rn~~t~~~~cat~~~ 
of group elements inside A(F). 
The following theorem collects results about A(F) which are used Eater, 
THEOREM 1. (a) (Nielsen; see [M- . 162-169]) The canonJcai 
map A(F) --) A(F/F’) is onto. 
(b) 43, Exercise 5, p. 3471. Ki(F) r\ F= y,(F). 
(c) [A, Theorem 1.11. [K,(F), ZCj(Fjj GK,+~(F). YZ%us ri( 
4 (Fl. 
(d) [A, p. 2461. I (F)/K,+ 1 (F) is torsion-gj.ee Lzbelian. Hence K(F) is 
torsion-free. 
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(e) [B, Lemma 51. K*(F) = K(F)‘. 
(f) [D-F, Theorem C]. n FK,(F) = F. 
(g) [D-F, Theorem D]. F= {dMF)I Cd, W)I E-F’}. 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 2, which charac- 
terizes FK,(K)/K,(F) as a subgroup of K(F)/K,(F). 
Theorem 1 (a) says that 
1 -+ K(F) + A(F) -+ A(F/F’) + 1 
is exact, or that 
A(F)/K(F) E A(F/F’) z A@“) z GL(n, Z). 
If ~SEK,(F) and XEF, then [4,x]~r~+~(F). The map xt-+ 
[d, x] Y(+~(F) is a group homomorphism from F to JJ~+~(F)/Y~+~(F) whose 
kernel contains F’. Hence there is an induced homomorphism 
~(4): F/F’ + yt+ ,(F)ht+AF). 
The map 
defined by q5 H s,(d) is a group homomorphism which respects the action 
of A(P) by conjugation. The definition of K,(F) implies that K,, ,(F) is the 
kernel of E,. Thus there is an induced one-to-one map, which we also 
denote E*, 
K,(F)IK+ l(F) 5 Hom,(F/F’, Y(+ l(-FY~t+2(F)). (1) 
The action of A(F) on both sides of ( 1) is trivial when restricted to K(F), 
so E, is an A(F)/K(F)-homomorphism (i.e., a GL(n, Z)-homomorphism). 
Let k, (l<i,j<n, i#j) and k, (l<i,j, l<n, i#j<l#i) denote the 
elements of K(F) defined by 
k, (xi) = xIxix,: ‘, k?(x,) = x, (s # 4; 
kq/(xz) =X:Cxjs ~11s kj (x,1 = xs (s # i). 
(2) 
The images of the k,, k, under .si map to the obvious basis of 
Hom,(F/F’, y,(F)/y,(F)) (i.e., the basis which arises by taking 
(xiF’j 1 d idn} as basis for F/F’ and ([x,, x,] y,(F)\ 1 <i< j< II} as 
basis for y,(F)/y,(F). Thus s1 in (1) above (specializing t = 1) is an 
isomorphism, a fact proved by Bachmuth [B, Theorem p. 71. 
The map [x, ~1 y,(F) ++ xF’ A yF’ defines an isomorphism between 
y2(F)/y3(F) and A,(F/F’), the second exterior ower of F/F’. Thus there 
are isomorphisms, 
2 Hom,(L”, A,(Z”)) 
which are compatible with the action of A(~~/K(~) 2 GL(n, Z). The action 
omz(Zn, A,(Zn)) is induced from the action of A(F)/K(F) 
fro the ~somo~~hism F/F’ 3 Zi7 arising from 
xed basis x1, . . . . x, for F. is the standard action of GL(n, Z) on 
omz(Zn, A,(Z’)), and it is therefore the restriction of the standard 
action of GL(n, Q) on Hom,(QP”, AZ(QR)) to its GL(P~, Z)-submodule 
Hom,(Z”, A,(P)). 
Consider 
If U is an SL(n, L)-invariant submodule of om,(Z”, A,@“)), then the 
fact that SL(n, Q) is generated by elementary atrices I+ ae, (u E Q, i + j) 
implies that QU is SL(n, Q)-invariant. Conv sely, if V is an SL(n, CD)- 
om,(UY, A,(W)) of imension pn over Q’, then 
an SL(n, Z)-invaria rank m direct summand of 
Homg(Zn, A,(P)). Thns 
define inverse bijections 
(SL(n, Z)-invariant rank m Z-module irect summands of 
Hom,(Z”, A2(ZIn))) - jSL(n, Q)-invariant dimension m 
Q-vector subspaces of HomQ(W, A,(W))). (41 
The representation theory of SL(n, Q) (see [Cl; the details are too long 
to include here) shows that 
om,(Q”, A,(Q*)) % W 0 V,‘,, 
as an SL(n, Cl!)-module, where CID” is the standard SL(n, Q)-module, and V, 
is an irreducible SL(n, CD))-module of dimension $Z(VI + I )(E - 2) (for n 3 3: 
for IZ = 2, V,=tI). In either case, Q” is the unique SL(n, Q)-invariant 
om,(CY, A,(Q”)) of dimension n over Q. Invoking the 
bijection of (4) and the isomorphism E~ of (3) shows that 
at most one A(F)/K(F)-invariant direct summand of rank n. 
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On the other hand, in terms of the automorphisms k, in (2) above, 
xi=n (kiiI 1 <j+z,j#i}. 
(The kji in the product actually commute.) Since the kjiK,(F) are part of 
a basis for K(F)/K,(P), 
is an A(F)/K(P)-invariant rank n Z-module direct summand of K(F)/K,(F). 
Thus we have shown 
THEOREM 2. Let F=F(x,, . . . . x, > be free of finite rank n, where n > 2, 
and let A(F) act by conjugation on K(F)/K,(F). Then FK,(F)/K,(F) is the 
unique A(F)-invariant rank n Z-module direct summafld of K(F)/KJF). 
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
For the rest of the paper, we fix the following data: 
F= F(xI, . . . . x, > is free of rank n 3 2. G is a free group of 
rank n which is a normal subgroup of A(F). 
Using the given basis for F and any basis for G, we make explicit iden- 
tifications A(F/F’) tj GL(n, Z) and A(G/G’) t-) GL(n, Z), and thus obtain 
exact sequences 
l-+K(F)---tA(F)-iil,GL(n,Z)---tl 
1 + K(G) -+ A(G) 2 GL(n, Z) - 1. 
Since G is a normal subgroup of A(F), A(F) acts on G by conjugation. 
By convention, A(G) acts on G by conjugation, since we identify G with the 
inner automorphisms in A(G). Thus there is an induced homomorphism 
a: A(F) -+ A(G). 
LEMMA 3. (a) c(: A(F) + A(G) is one-to-one. 
(b) 4K(F)) c K(G). 
Proof: (a) Ker ,Z = C, the centralizer of G in A(F). Note that the 
centralizer of Fin A(F) is trivial, by the definition of A(F). 
We claim that C= 1. For if C# 1, then Cn FZ [C, F] # 1 and 
G n F 2 [G, F] # 1. Thus C n F and G n F are nontrivial normal subgroups 
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of F which centralize each other, which is impassible since F is a non- 
abeBian free group. 
@I -F, Theorem B], any ~Q~~~or~~~§~ A(F) + GL(n, Z’) 
contains (F) in its kernel. Apply it to the composition 
A(P) -2 A(G) + A(G)/K(G) r CL(n, Z). 
In the sequel, we will suppress x and regard A(F) as a subgroup of A(G), 
and K(F) as a subgroup of K(G). Via the fixed i~e~ti~~ati~~§ A(F)/K(F) Z 
A(F’/F’) tf GL(n, Z) and A(G)/K(G) E A(G/G’) c-$ 
an induc homomorphism a: GL(n, Z) + GL(PI, Z) 
following agram commute: 
I - K(G)- A(G) ?lc GL(n, Z) - 1 
The unlabeled maps on the left side of the iagram are inclusion ma 
LEMMA 4. (a) Ker cl contains no elements of order 2. 
@I &( -1) = -I, where I is the II x n identit? matrix 
Puoqf: (a) Suppose that 4 E Ker ot, q5’ = I. By 3 
element of GL(n, Z) of order 6 2 is conjugate to a 
I, -1, or 
iagonal sums are easily seen to be the images of eHe 
A(F), so any element of GL(n, Z) of order < 2 can 
element of order 6 2 in A(F). Hence there is some qSO E A(F) su& that 
(5; = I and rrF(q50) = $6. 
Since rc&~$~) = &c~(#~) =6(d) = 1, qSO E K(G). ut K(G) is torsion-free 
(Theorem l(d)) and 4: = 1. Thus c$,, = I, and q5 = 7sp(dO) = 1. 
(b) Let D cz Z; be the subgroup of iagonal matrices in GL(n, Z’), By 
(a), Ker & contains no elements of orde 2, so ii: D 4 GL(n, Z) is one-to- 
y the representation theory of finite groups there is a matrix 
(n, CD) such that l%(D) P-’ = D. This implies t at there is a unique 
such that C?(d) = -1. Every nontrivial do D exce - 1 is ccpnjugate in 
to some d’ E II, df d’. Hence the uni eness sf d forces 
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LEMMA 5. Suppose that q5 E A(G), 4’ = 1, and ~~(4) = -I. Then there 
exists a ,free basis g,, . . . . g, for G such that qS( gi) = g;’ . 
Proof Dyer and Scott [D-S, Theorem 33 have classified automorphisms 
of prime order of a free group of finite rank. Their result for the prime 2 
says that G is a free product of &stable free groups G, upon which 4 acts 
in one of the following ways: 
(i) 6, = (g>, d(g) = g-l; 
(ii) G, = (g>, 4(g) = g; 
(iii) G,=(g,h), $(g)=k d(h)=g; 
(iv) G,= (g, hl, . . . . h,, s3 I), d(g)=g-l, &hi)=ghig-‘, 
The hypothesis x6($) = -I permits only the first action (i) to occur, and 
this gives the desired basis. 1 
LEMMA 6. GcK(F). 
ProoJ Consider the commutative diagram 
G- A(F) “F GL(n, z) 
I b . 
A(G) 2 GL(n, Z) 
Let 0 be the automorphism of F defined by t9(xi) = xi’. Then 
~~((3) = -Z, so by Lemma 4(b) 
7-&(e) = ii7-cF(e) =a( -I) = -I. 
By Lemma 5, there is a free basis g,, . . . . g, for C such that Bg,P’ = 
@g,) = gi’ for i= 1, . . . . n. 
Now O*= (Og,)‘= 1. Since ~~(0) = --I which is central in GL(n, Z), 
n,(g,)2= 1. But ctn,(g,)=rcG(gi)= 1, since rcJG)= 1. By Lemma4(a), 
Ker or contains no elements of order 2. Thus rcF(gi) = 1, and 
G E K(F) = Ker rcF, since g,, . . . . g, generate G. 1 
LEMMA 7. GK,(F) = FK,(F). 
ProoJ By Lemma 3(b), K(F) cK(G); by Lemma 6; GcK(F); by 
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Theorem l(e), K*(F) = K(F)’ and K,(G) EK( 
mutative diagram of canonical homomor 
eorem 2 GK,(G)/K,(G) is a rank n Z-nnodule direct s~~~~~~ of 
ence GK,(F)/K,(F) is a r n Z-module direct sn 
ce G is normal in A(F), (F)/KZ(F) is A(F)-inva 
Thesren 2, FK,(F)/K,(F) is the unique A~~~-~~v~r~~~t rank 3a Z- 
hxt sumrr%and of K(F)/K,(F). Hence 
A 8. [6, G] c [F, F;. 
BYOOJ y Lemma I, GE FK,(F); by ‘Theorem I(e), K*(F) = 
K2(G) = K(G)‘; by Lemma 3(b), K(F) c K(G). Hence 
[G: G] c [FK,(F), G] c F’cK2(F), GI c F 2(G), G-j = Fy3(G). 
e now prove by induction on i that [G, G] c%;yi(S;) for all i. For the 
inductive step, assume that [G, G] 5 Fjj (G). Then 
4j, l(G) = F[FyJG), 61 ZT F[[G, 61, = Fy.j(C) 2 [G, GJ 
. ce CC K(F) (Lemma 6), y,(G) E yi(K(F)) i(F) (Theorem l(C)). Then 
Theorem I(f) yields 
L-G, G] E n Fyi(G) E fl 
6, G] c K,(F), Theorem 1 (b) implies 
[G, G] c K2(F) n F= [F? F]. 
481.‘133/2-13 
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ProoJ: By Theorem l(g), 
F= (4 E K(F) 1 [q5, K(F)] G F’}, 
G= {qb~K(G)l [qS, K(G)]cG’). 
By Lemma 3(b), K(F) z K(G), and by Lemma 8, G’ E F’. Thus 
gEG~[g,K(G)]EG’~[g,K(F)]EF’=>gEF, 
so G c F. Then G is a finitely generated normal subgroup of F, a free group 
of finite rank, so G has finite index in F [M-K-S, Theorem 2.10: p.1041. 
The Schreier formula 
rank G= [G: F](rank F- l)+ 1 
shows that [G : F] = 1, so G = F. 1 
1.41 
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